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Latest News

 

Cheap Newspaper has gone wild recently and without the staff knowing it 
jumped to the 177th volume by publishing volumes 13-176 all over the 
world by itself. You can find those volumes in your nearby shops. If 
not, Cheap Newspaper could ve helped the sales by bying it all by 
itself as well.    

The FRANK Is Alive!!!

 

Dr. Richard Mardwin from New York 
City was having a breakfast this Tursday 
when he noticed that the frank on his 
plate is moving. It puzzled him and he 
decided to see what made the sausage 
move. 
 After some researching, he found out 
that the movement happens when he 
bends the sausage. Reacting to such a 
move, the frank bends back to it's 
original position. (Our artists have 
worked all morning to present you with 
a picture which you see below. The 
arrows show the amount of bend.) 

 

It is important to bend the sausage not 
too much, as it may break and you will 
kill it: yes! Dr. Mardwin has suggested 
that franks are a lifeform! He based his 
conlcusions on several points.  

Point One - the frank reacts to the bend. 
Thus, it adapts itself to the enviroment 
which is one of the indications of life.  
Point Two - franks reproduce. Modern 

science is not sure how the mechanism 
works, but it is suggested that you go to 
a local supermarket and check it out by 
yourself - there are hundreds of franks! 
Now how can there be so many of them? 
There must be a reproduction process of 
some sort!  
Point Three - franks eat. They take in 

the vegetable oil when prepared. 
 The conclusion is obvious. Every 
person, spitting a frank is a killer of 
unique creatures. Laws should be taken 
against this. Franks should be preserved, 
studied and cultivated. 

     

This article has no connection to Franks: Sinatra, Xtr1m or Phillip.

     



--------------- 
The Flying Cow 
--------------- 

Astronomers from Germany 
noticed a weird object that was 
moving in the upper layers of 
the atmosphere and irradiated 
regular audio signals. Thinking 
it is a comet or a UFO, they 
magnified the image and to their 
surprise saw a cow. The cow said 
'moo' every five and a half 
minutes. The travelling 'moo' 
signal suffered several 
reflections from inonospheric 
layers, thus resulting in a well 
compressed, reverbed and echoed 
sound. The sound was sampled and 
presented to several local djs 
for a fee of 15$.  
The origin of the cow remained 
unknown untill a farmer from 
Oregon reported a cow missing. 

He said that in an attack of 
sudden anger he kicked his cow 
and the energy delivered by the 
kick was enough for the cow to 
gain the necessary speed and 
proceed as an artificial 
satellite. While on it's orbit, 
the cow smashed down three 
weather probes and a NASA 
observation station. It resulted 
in great loss of speed and the 
cow started it's way down in 
nineteen hundred hours 
yesterday. By this morning it 
reached Oregon and performed a 
succesful landing.  
Scientists believe that the 
animal did not suffocate due to 
various biological, exoterical 
and generally unknown reasons.     

Nifflas lil game 

 

Nifflas released Within a Deep Forest, better known as Waffle. 

 

The game has: cute graphics, wonderful gameplay, astounding sound effects, marvellous music, 
clever level design, original riddles, numerous ball material, friendly support forums, a couple of 
secret games, several spiders, one invisible elephant, three off-screen turtles, a well recorded 
intro, superb menu design, three save slots, inspirational atmosphere, the cast of who was 
involved in making the game, the appealing icon appearing on the desktop after installation, the 
joy of playing. 
The game does not have: visible elephants, on-screen tutles, Louigi Verona tunes, references to 
this magnificent phenomena of the world yellow press, Cheap Newspaper, boring levels, ball 
material that enables you to use Ctrl C - Ctrl V shortcuts to produce more balls, georg s voice, 
waffles, burgers, sausages, skateboards, ping pong rackets, tables for playing GO, transverse Di 
ZI flutes, tooth brushes, four three-legged chairs, stables, sheep with red Mario caps on, green 
tea, books about Stages Of Psychological Debris, screwdrivers, baskets, chains from fences that 
are put around cute front gardens with flowers, checks, movies with Jackie Chan, Jackie Chan, 
son of Jackie Chan, wife of Jackie Chan, photos of Jackie Chan, bolts of lightning, tremendous 
sacks, gold, mailboxes, puppies, svengali magic cards
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